FLEA & TICK SHAMPOO
for Dogs & Cats, Puppies & Kittens
KILLS FLEAS AND TICKS

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Pyrethrins ........................0.045%
Piperonyl Butoxide* ..........0.090%
N-octyl Bicycloheptene
Dicarboximide..................0.144%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ...99.721%
TOTAL       100.000%

* (butylcarbityl) (6-propylpiperonyl)
ether and related compounds

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
WARNING

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a
manner inconsistent with its labeling.

USE RESTRICTIONS:
Do not use on puppies or kittens under 12 weeks of age.
This product is a rich concentrate and only a small quantity is needed for excellent
results.
1. Wet dog or cat thoroughly.
2. Apply a small quantity of this product to the fur being careful to avoid
contact with eyes. Build up a luxurious lather by rubbing into the fur.
Concentrate rubbing on matted and tangled areas. Allow the lather to
penetrate at least 5 minutes.
3. Rinse dog or cat thoroughly and towel dry.
4. Comb and brush dog or cat until completely dry. This product cleans
and conditions, kills fleas and ticks and removes matted and tangled hair in one easy
operation. Leave a very high luster on pet's coat. Repeat weekly if necessary.
Do not use on puppies or kittens under 12 weeks of age. Consult a veterinarian
before using this product on debilitated, aged, pregnant or nursing animals or
animals on medication. Sensitivities may occur after using
ANY pesticide for pets.
If signs of sensitivity occur, bathe your pet with mild soap and rinse with large
amounts of water. If signs continue, consult a veterinarian immediately.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Pesticide Storage:
Store in a cool, dry place. Keep container closed.
Pesticide Disposal and Container Handling:
Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill
this container.
If empty:
Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.
If partly filled:
Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place
unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
WARNING:
READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE EACH USE • USE ONLY ON DOGS AND CATS

FIRST AID
If in eyes:
Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If on skin or clothing:
Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with plenty of water for
15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

FIRST AID
If inhaled:
Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance,
then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth. If possible,
call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

If swallowed:
Do not induce vomiting. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
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